
 

The AI Horizon: Defining Mining Industry Priorities Workshop II Outcomes 
Participants expanded upon the priorities from the first workshop within the following categories: industry challenges to address, needs for AI, uses for AI, and practices for change management, and identified which 
initiatives and ideas were the top priorities for each of the horizons. Participants also identified next steps for realizing these initiatives, organizing them into categories based on whether they require industry collaboration, 
research projects, or a mix of both.  
 

 Horizon 1 (2021) Horizon 2 (2023) Horizon 3 (2024+)  

Top 
Priorities: 

• Data standardization so the application can be efficient and scalable 
• Add more importance to unstructured information for the process plant 
• Successful use cases to help build confidence in the use of AI 
• Manual Data information must have a standardization for the assets 
• Understanding what other sectors have done that can be applied to mining 
• Linking METS users and researchers in a more structured way 
• Language standardization in maintenance  
• Developing a critical mass of developers and practitioners 
• Anonymous open datasets 
• Modest pilot projects involving a number of collaborating miners to gain confidence in collaboration 
• Develop AI engineering lifecycle for repeatable implementation to different parts of value chain 

• AI to optimize link between safety, operational 
and value decision making 

• Use AI to get better value from models and 
simulators and ameliorate for sparse data 

• Data management practices that allow for 
industry APIs for specific use cases 

• Incorporate bots and cognitive agents to 
interpretate the AI for users 

• Use cases from other industries 
• Unified virtual mine to test solutions 
• AI assurance through verification and validation 

• Guidelines for which type of AI/DL algorithms work best for 
classes of programs 

• AI applications enabled by enhanced computation, 
connectivity and other supporting advancements  

• Develop practice of AI augmentation for both operations and 
planning 

• Convergence of mining AI with broader AI from other 
industries  

• Integrate bots and cognitive agents in control systems 
• Gain confidence in AI as a tool along the entire mining value 

chain 
• Allow AI to take operational decisions 

Industry 
Challenges  
to Address 

• Login credential systems 
• MGMT behaviour change: budgets to support AI related projects 
• Lowering perceived risk through education 
• Move to business KPIs which guarantee scale, move away from proof of concept demonstrations 
• Business case methodology for AI in mining applications 
• Attracting AI related talent to the industry: data scientists, data engineers, solution architects 
• AI project management for metallurgists 
• Estimating cost/scope  
• Ore body knowledge 

• Incorporating AI into curriculum as an integral 
part of system modelling education, not a 
standalone topic 

• Regulatory requirements embracing AI decision 
capabilities 

• Clean data 
• Educating AI professionals on the needs of the 

mining industry 
• Define AGI for mining 

• Extending AI to genuine value chain scope, i.e. across all the 
business units to optimise mine outcomes 

• Aggregation of data from multiple systems 
• Integrate bots in control systems managements 

Needs for AI • Data governance 
• Understanding of mining process 
• Easier, more trusted ways to keep up on the cutting edge of AI 
• Data vetting, tuning, and adjustment plan – high quality data early with less adjustments later with a better view 

of gaps 
• Clear definition of what customers want 
• Combine standardization protocols/processes with the need for AI to reduce elements of redundancy, while 

focusing on the benefit of AI within the industry 
• Data engineering model assessment criteria 
• Relevant examples of successful projects 
• Demonstrate how AI breakdown silos and create benefits 
• Ensuring scope of problem is clear and focused  

• Mining specific ML/AI library 
• Better understanding of pros and cons of 

fundamental model-driven vs data-driven models 
for AI 

• Standards and common platform to accelerate 
deployment  

• Build on collaborative AI open source mining 
data lakes for the ecosystem to resolve 
challenges could accelerate AI applications 

• Add bots to AI solutions and recommendations 

• Linked AI models 
• System thinking 

 

Uses for AI • Safety and health AI tools 
• Drill and blast design 
• Drill to mill data tracking and prediction 
• Decision optimization through the value chain 
• Energy optimization – reduce cost to facility operators by improving their efficiency 

• Ongoing model maintenance 
• Prescriptive maintenance 
• Short interval control 
• Transition from decision optimization support to 

decision automation 

• Joining the value chain – decision automation and material 
tracking 

Change 
Management  

• Upskilling 
 
 

• The potential to use “metadata” to help 
overcome data ownership constraints 

 

 
 
 



 
 

Next steps for realizing AI initiatives:   

Collaboration Research Both efforts 

• Anonymous open datasets 
• Unified virtual mine to test solutions 
• Comprehensive data that can be used as a benchmark for analysis approach and as a case study for testing  
• Library of successful use cases 
• Initiatives to share results to maximizes AI technique and algorithm progress 
• Unified virtual mine to test solutions 
• Data standardization so the application of AI can be efficient and scalable  
• Predictive maintenance for mobile equipment/assets 
• Collaboration with governments 
• Integration test beds for the mining industry 
• METS companies working with miners to get access to data  
• Mine to mill back-casting (geomet data, stockpile modelling, variability of grade) 
• How to use AI to better model and forecast better drill & blast outcomes 
• Collaboration with companies with existing frameworks 
• Mining specific issues like noise, dust, and light need adaptation from these frameworks 
• Create strategy for consistency with AI lifecycle (such as model maintenance, architecture, governance)  

 

• Ethical frameworks 
• Reinforcement learning framework 
• Allow AI to take operational decisions 
• Explainability and transparency 
• Exploration for bringing down drilling costs 
• Scaling excellent decisions across all areas (for mineral 

processing, this means geometallurgy, comminution, 
maintenance, flotation, etc.) 

• Possible projects around frameworks, platform components, 
processes, and standards development  

• Keeping the models healthy 
• Production, monitoring, and maintenance 
 

• Creating a standardized framework, mapping existing 
frameworks 

• Develop practice of AI augmentation for both operations 
and planning 

• Industrial Consortia 
• Academic-Industrial Consortia 
• How to justify funding for each partner: industry, vendors, 

academia 
• Focus on AI user centered design is needed to capture 

collaboration and transit to a more automated horizon 
• Identify operator tasks that could be automated 
• Linking METS, users, and researchers in a more 

structured way 
• Transparent, standardized way of assessing new AI 

developments both within academic and industry circles 

 


